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18589AC

FOLDING KNIVES WITH MARLIN SPIKES
The 71⁄2" folding knife comes with a Carbonitride Titanium™ blade, dual 
locking system, and bamboo handle. The 61⁄2" knife features a VG-10 
Japanese steel/Carbonitride Titanium locking blade that won’t flake, 
blister, chip, or peel. It's also up to 10-times harder than untreated steel, 
leaving the blade sharper longer.

Part No Description
18589AC Folder w/ Bamboo Handle, 71⁄2" Open w/ 21⁄2" Blade, Tan
18670AC Folder w/ G10 Handle, 61⁄2" Open w/ 23⁄4" Blade, Black

18670AC

19090AC

LES STROUD S.K. DESERT FOLDING KNIFE
Folder features a nonstick Titanium Bonded® 440 stainless steel blade 
with dual thumb studs for easy operation in either hand. Its ergonomic 
rubber handle also features a liner lock frame and integrated belt clip with 
a built-in fire starter. 73⁄4" open with 31⁄2" blade. Black/Gray.

Part No Description
19090AC Desert Folder

LES STROUD S.K. MOUNTAIN ULTIMATE 
SURVIVAL KNIFE 
Fully loaded, this knife comes with a host of features and accessories. 
To start with, it has a full-tang, nonstick Titanium Bonded® 440 
stainless steel blade that's partially serrated. It also sports a rubber and 
Zytel handle, knurled steel pommel, and lanyard hole. A hard ballistic 
nylon sheath is included, too, which features an integrated ceramic 
sharpener, para-cord wrap, integrated LED flashlight and whistle, 
fire starter, S.O.S. signal mirror, trail map, mesh pocket, and storage 
compartment. 10" overall with 43⁄4" blade. Black/Gray.

Part No Description
19093AC Mountain Fixed Blade19093AC

BEAST FOLDING KNIFE WITH G10 HANDLE 
Featuring a VG-10 Japanese steel/Carbonitride Titanium™ blade that won't 
blister, flake, peel, or chip, this folder's blade is up to 10-times harder than 
untreated steel, so it stays sharper longer. It also comes with an ergonomic G10 
handle, liner lock, and pocket clip. 93⁄4" open with 33⁄4" blade. Black.

Part No Description
18683AC Tactical Folder

18683AC


